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Abstract: To maintain the security level in any application, implementing the malicious behavior detection approach is crucial. So,
the present research work has intended the central concept of malicious behavior detection in the communication medium. In cloud
applications, malicious event detection is a complex task because of the extensive unstructured data. The blockchain-based deep
network has been introduced to predict malicious behavior to end these issues. Moreover, the detection-based blockchain model is
Recurrent Neural with Serpent Encryption (RNwSE). The unknown or malicious characteristics were detected in the initial phase after
the homomorphic serpent encryption model functioned. Moreover, we have implemented the planned work in the python frameworks.
The scalability of the developed model has been found in terms of encryption-decryption duration and the exactness score of attack
detection. Subsequently, the presented paradigm is compared with recently associated schemes and has earned the most satisfactory
outcome as high exactness rate and less processing duration.
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1. Introduction
Blockchain is characterized as a secure and reliable

decentralized system in digital innovations [1]. Furthermore,
it has involved governments or corporations with collective
or individual objectives. After the transaction has been
verified, the users have created blocks that comprise a
transaction pack and then update to the last block [2].
Furthermore, the data is hidden from unauthenticated users
by linking the blockchain with the hash function block
[3]. Several blockchain communities networks have recently
expressed an interest in organizing machine learning (ML)
methodologies to achieve analysis of data or computing
statistics findings [4]. Furthermore, medical practitioners
building the predictive model for disease diagnosis must of-
fer specialized treatments for individual patients. Moreover,
securing cloud-based applications from malicious actions
is a critical challenge today in order to improve the cloud
computing process [5]. Furthermore, the cloud computing
framework has a well-defined encryption technique for
securing data. However, a practical attack module may be
able to smash the encryption method by compressing the
encryption operation or round in some situations [6]. The

double-layered encryption strategy poses issues in cloud
computing system functioning along with its complexities.
Blockchain technology is among the broad perceptions
in cloud technology; this blockchain method was initially
employed in decentralized systems [7]. As a result, im-
mutability, security, and decentralization are key features of
blockchain technology [8]. Before studying homomorphic
encryption, cryptographic approaches for securing informa-
tion in the cloud were more prominent in the previous
decade[9].

Furthermore, the cryptographic technique’s functionality
is based on both asymmetric and symmetric-based encryp-
tion. However, it is widely employed in security standards
because of its statistical underpinning [10]. Due to the
apparent storage space cloud service, several advantages
emerge. Operating data in the cloud must require more
attention to data authentication and security [11]. Further-
more, cloud data is frequently harmed by many security
concerns and attacks. As a result, using a homomorphic
encryption strategy in the blockchain context can improve
security in the cloud [12]. As a result, homomorphism
technology was developed to protect encrypted information
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in the cloud. Subsequently, the generated homomorphism
key is kept in cloud-based storage. The user can verify
that the saved data is protected by comparing the own
personal hash key to the encoded homomorphism key [13].
Therefore, is if the key gets matched, then the information
stored is secure; if indeed the key isn’t fit, an attack injects
it [14].

A blockchain is just a collection of time-stamped
transactions with an odd number of output addresses for
each transaction or communication [15]. The goal of the
blockchain method is to preserve and protect data integrity.
Furthermore, protecting shared data privacy in the cloud
becomes critical [16]. Encryption is one method for protect-
ing data or information privacy [17]. Traditional encryption
systems require users to decode the encoded information
or data to activate it. Traditional cryptography methods
are undesirable due to privacy issues [18]. As a result,
homomorphic encryption aids in computing information
or encrypted data without the need to decrypt it [19].
There was also the option of using an utterly homomorphic
encoding approach to execute all operations. However,
this experiment cannot be carried out in practice [20]. In
addition, various DL (Deep Learning) and ML models exist
to protect the data in the blockchain-based environment.
Recent techniques like the Crypto-hash procedure [21],
TMA [22], BC-DRS[23] , etc., have proposed to stop the
issues like attack harmfulness, but still, due to extensive
data, the complexity score of attack have recorded. Hence,
the present research has aimed to resolve these issues by
developing a novel approach with the encryption algorithm.

The research discussion of the current article is orga-
nized as follows. The section 2 has detailed the associated
works of malicious event detection and blockchain security
in various digital fields. The designed novel approach for
the discussed problem is detailed in 3th section. Moreover,
the robustness of the designed malicious event detection
blockchain strategy is summarized in 4th section, and the
research discussion and achievements are concluded in
section 5.

2. Background
Some recent literatures related to blockchain-based on-

line transactions are described as follows:

Blockchain is the fastest growing technology, which
has an important role in the criminal investigation area. P.
Velmurugadass et al. [21] have presented a novel method i.e.
Cryptographic Hash-based Algorithm (CHA), to monitor
activities in a particular area. Initially, based on Authenti-
cation Server (AS), all the defined users are registered, and
a secret key was obtained from AS by Harmony Search-
based Optimization (HSO). Moreover, the result revealed
that the presented method had attained better performance
concerning the accuracy, throughput, and response time.
However, the computational overhead is less.

Parminder Singh et al. [24] have presented a cross-

domain-based secure sharing of data platform by multiple-
based security gateways. To protect the multiple digital
records from different sites the blockchain were used the
security keys. Moreover, the blockchain is verified once
the application reports the malicious activity. For data
transactions and authentication, different algorithms were
designed. The result indicated that the presented framework
maintains trust. However, this framework is not applicable
for large-scale data.

The transaction malleability-based attack (TMA) po-
tential within the application based on blockchain was
presented by Kashif Mehboob Khan et al. [22] to determine
the settings that led to successful TMA. In particular, TMA
successful execution is presented that was carried out on a
blockchain-based testbed hosting. The results demonstrated
that the presented method has high generating rate of blocks
for TMA successful execution and less network delay.
Moreover, it does not mitigate against TMA.

Zhili Zhou et al. [23] have proposed a reputation
decentralized system in the BlockChain environment; the
chosen application to check the working function is online
business and education. Moreover, an interplanetary file-
based system (IPFS) stores product information such as
product comments and descriptions. The presented repu-
tation model has afforded privacy for the communication
transmission medium between users. The result indicated
that the presented method has desirable reliability and
usability.

Mengyao Zhang et al. [25] have presented a Dynamic
Data-based Management by Blockchain Model (DDMS-
BCM) in a digital economics platform. Moreover, to main-
tain the privacy lightweight model was studied, and the
presented model is readily available in e-commerce by
blockchain technologies. The experimental outcome indi-
cated that the presented DDMS-BCM has less decryption
and encryption time, high accuracy ratio, and high ratio of
data transaction. In addition, the data in the platform are
not highly secured.

The key contribution of the current work is described as
follows:

• Initially, the online transaction data was collected
from the net source and trained to the system

• Then a novel Recurrent Neural with Serpent Encryp-
tion (RNwSE) has been designed to protect the data
from the malicious events

• Here, the recurrent function is used to predict the
present attack during the data transaction

• Once, the attack is predicted then that transmission
path is avoided; hereafter the data is transmitted
through the other path.
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TABLE I. Assessment Literature Survey

Author(s) Technique Description/Advantage
Limitation
/Research gap

P. Velmurugadass
et al.[21]

Cryptographic
Hash-based
Algorithm (CHA)

Based on Authentication Server (AS),
all the defined users are registered,
and a secret key was obtained from
AS by Harmony Search-based
Optimization (HSO).

The computational
overhead is less

Parminder
Singh et al. [24]

cross-domain-based
secure sharing of
data platform by
multiple-based
security gateways

Protects the multiple digital records
from different sites the blockchain
were used the security keys.

This framework is
not applicable for
large-scale data.

Khan et al. [22]
The transaction
malleability-based
attack (TMA)

TMA successful execution is presented
that was carried out on a
blockchain-based testbed hosting.
The results demonstrated that the
presented method has high generating
rate of blocks for TMA successful
execution and less network delay.

It does not mitigate
against TMA.

Zhili Zhou et al. [23]

A reputation
decentralized system
in the Blockchain
environment

The presented reputation model has
afforded privacy for the
communication transmission
medium between users.

An interplanetary
file-based system (IPFS)
stores product information
such as product comments
and descriptions.

Mengyao Zhang et al. [25]

Dynamic Data-based
Management by
Blockchain Model
(DDMS-BCM) in a
digital economics
platform

The presented DDMS-BCM has less
decryption and encryption time, high
accuracy ratio, and high ratio
of data transaction.

The data in the platform
are not highly secured

• Finally, the proficiency of the proposed model is
estimated in terms of encryption time, data transmis-
sion. . . etc

A. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
As discussed in the previous publications, there is

numerous detection mechanisms were implemented in
blockchain strategy. But, due to the data vastness and
complexity, the detection mechanism has resulted in poor
performance. Moreover, the inefficient detection approaches
have needed maximum resources and duration to complete
the process. Also, in some cases, the malicious activities
have been detected wrongly that has tended to attain high
data and resource loss. Also, the cloud transaction system
was too large, so forecasting the malicious events is not all
a simple task. Hence, the detection mechanisms based on
deep networks were implemented with suitable parameters
to end these issues. The blockchain system with detection
problems are illustrated in fig.1.

3. PROPOSED RNWSE FOR ATTACK DETECTION
BLOCKCHAIN SYSTEM
This research aims to improve the services of blockchain

systems by enabling the deep networks-based attack vul-
nerabilities prediction model. Consequently, the planned

approach is named a novel RNwSE model. Hence, the
recurrent function is utilized along with the holomorphic-
serpent model. To validate the detection performance of
the developed scheme, some malicious characters were
launched in the data transaction model. The detection
parameter of the recurrent networks has been activated to
identify the abnormal features present in the communication
channel.

The interest towards deep recurrent networks is for
better prediction results. The recurrent networks have been
utilized in various platforms and have earned a better
prediction exactness value than other intelligent models.
The proposed framework and function steps are elaborated
in Fig.2.

A. Layer design of Proposed RNwSE
The planned design has five phases: input layer, error

pruning or preprocessing phase, classification phase, de-
tection parameter updating phase, and output layer. Those
functions were activated before the blockchain process.
Because hiding the original data with malicious events
is complicated, it has attempted a less confidential score.
Moreover, the proposed novel RNwSE has been created
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Figure 1. Attack detection module in blockchain

Figure 2. Proposed RNwSE architecture

with recurrent functions [26] and the serpent model [27].

it = a f (Bpt +Cmit + b) (1)

The time series function of the recurrent network was
determined as it, B, C are the weight function, vector
variable is denoted as p and a f is represented as acti-
vated function. Moreover, m denoted the matrices, which
described the weight function has executed in matrix form.
Hence, the training function is processed by Eqn. 1. The

Figure 3. layers of RNwSE

layer of the novel RNwSE is detailed in Fig.3.

1) Preprocessing
To get the refined data, the process preprocessing has

performed for the trained datasets. Mostly, the raw data
from net sources contains some noise features. Processing
the data without cleaning has earned very less outcome, so
error extraction function has processed with suitable and
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possible parameters.

lt = f f + n f (2)

Where, large transaction trained dataset is denoted as lt,
fresh features are represented as f f and noisy contents are
determined as n f . Hence, the eqn.2 has detailed that the
imported data includes both noisy and fresh features.

Pr(n f ) = lt − n f (3)

Moreover, pruning functions of the noise features are
measured using Eqn.3. After the error removal function,
the error-cleared dataset has been attained.

2) Feature analysis and malicious events prediction
Predicting malicious and normal events is done using

the if condition statements described in eqn.(4). Where the
feature analysis variable is determined as Ea

Ea =
{

i f user = 0 normal
i f user , 0 abnormaluser

The concept obtained for the detection purpose is the deep
neural model, so training and testing of the data are in the
form of 0 and 1. Here, in class 0 the normal behaviors have
been stored, and in-class ”1” malicious characteristics have
been stored.

3) Serpent homomorphic encryption
Serpent crypto approaches were influenced by current

ideas for implementing ciphers using bit-slices. The func-
tion that has been incorporated in the serpent model is bit-
slicing. It has taken a few seconds to encrypt each block of
data than other crypto models. This enables the utilization
of standard modes of operation, which eliminations the need
to alter the rapidity environment to achieve the additional
speed.

S e = lt + k(XOR) = LT (4)

Here, the encryption parameter is represented as S e and k is
key. Moreover, LT is the encrypted data that is elaborated
in eqn.4. Then to perform the homomorphic process, the
encrypted data LT is taken into consideration that is equated
in eqn. (6)

H = lT (hash f unction) (5)

If the hash value is calculated for the encrypted data, it
is verified with the initial hash value. If two has values
are matched during the verification process, then files or
insecure conditions. The steps to execute the novel RNwSE
paradigm are detailed in algoritm.1 and Fig.4.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The planned detection-based blockchain strategy is ex-

ecuted in the python environment, windows 10 platform,
and the scalability score of the proposed RNwSE has been
analyzed by performing the detection process for the large
transaction data. Also, the stability of the presented model
is validated for the different data sizes. The execution
parameters are discussed in table.II.

Figure 4. Proposed RNwSE flow model

TABLE II. Execution parameter constraints

Parameter Specification
Platform python

Operating system Windows 10
dataset Large transaction data

Training methods Recurrent deep networks
technology Blockchain

parameters

• Encryption time
• Hash generation time
• Decryption time
• Attack detection accuracy

Attack type DoS

Attach counts and names

• Attack count 3
• slowloris
• packet flooding
• ping-of-death

A. Case study
To validate the function of the created novel RNwSE,

a large bank transaction data has been taken. Moreover,
those data include both normal and malicious behavior;
all features were trained to the system in the initial phase
and stored separately in the memory frame of the recurrent
model. The internal system of RNwSE is drawn in fig.5.
During the process of testing, some user behavior has
been imported, and the detection function of the RNwSE
has been measured in case of accuracy and confidential
score. In addition, the robustness value of the designed
RNwSE is measured with the presence of a DoS attack.
Actually, the DoS is the most deadly attack in wireless or
network channels; if the DoS malicious event is present in
the communication medium, it interrupts the entire system
performance by flooding the packets. In addition, three
kinds of DoS attacks has been checked the designed deep
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Algorithm 1 RNwSE

1: procedure Start
2: int it,a f
3: procedure Pre-processing model ▷ activating the recurrent function
4: int pr,n f , f f ▷ initiating pre-processing variable
5: pr(n f (lt)) → LT ▷ error-less data has been obtained
6: end procedure
7: procedure Feature analysis and malicious feature detection
8: int Ea ▷ feature analysis parameter
9: Ea → analysis(0,1) ▷ analyzing the normal and malicious features

10: end procedure
11: procedure Malicious behavior detection
12: if user=0 then
13: Normal user behavior
14: else
15: Malicious behavior ▷ finally malicious behavior has been identified
16: end if
17: end procedure
18: end procedure

Figure 5. Interior work process of RNwSE

TABLE III. Type of attack and detection metrics

Attack prediction assessment
DoS types Accuracy of detection Detection time
Slowloris 98 2ms
Packet flooding 98.1 5ms
Ping of death 98.01 3ms

network-based blockchain system; those results are tabu-
lated in table.III. The encryption process has been validated
in three cases: time taken for encryption, encrypted file
size, and original file size. Those details are shown in 3D
graphical representation fig.6 and table.IV. Also, in crypto
models, the hash function is the initial key steps to high
the data from the third parties before the encryption is
done. Here, the initial hash is generated serpent model
with the help of XOR functions. If it was created then
it has been saved in the cloud location. Consequently, if

Figure 6. Hash assessment

TABLE IV. Hash calculation details

hash 128 bits Serpent homomorphism
XOR time(s) Hash Generation time(s)

300 0.0005 0.0005s
420 0.008 0.008s
512 0.015 0.015
700 0.03 0.03s

anyone need to retrieve the data grant access procedure
has performed that is verification process of dual hashes.
For 300bytes data, the XOR and hash measure time taken
by homomorphic serpent model is 0.0005s. Also, the time
taken by 420 bytes data for hash and XOR duration is
0.008s. In addition, the recorded hash and encryption time
for 512 bytes data is 0.15s. Finally, for the 700 bytes data
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7. Encryption assessment: a)encryption time and file size,
b)decryption time

the required duration for hash and data encryption time
is 0.03s. Here, the decryption duration is higher than the
encryption; this proves the encrypted data is more secured
with a high confidential rate. The size of the considered
original data is 300 bytes; after the encryption process, the
size of the file is reduced up to 4857 bits. The time take for
the encryption function is 0.02s, and the decryption duration
is 0.087s. For 420 bytes of original data, the duration for
encryption is 0.052s, and decryption is 0.065s. Also, the
size of the encrypted data is 2564 bits. For 512 bytes of
original data, the time required for encryption is 0.15s and
decryption is 0.183s also, the size of the encrypted data is
1549 bits. In addition, for 700 bytes data, the encrypted data
volume is 5735 bits, encryption period 0.95s and decryption
duration 0.5s. Finally, for 1MB data, the encrypted file
quantity is 7525 bits, encryption time 0.95s and 1.7s for
decryption; these statistics are detailed in fig.7.

B. COMPARISON ASSESSMENT
In the blockchain concept, measuring time is very im-

portant. Hence, the time form encryption and decryption
functions have been validated with various sizes of data

Figure 8. Accuracy validation

bytes. In addition, for the comparison, certain methods have
been obtained that are Long-Short-term-Approach (LSTA)
[28], dual-level privacy (DLP) [28], and data Aggregation
(DA) [29].

1) Accuracy Assessment
In this present work, the key metrics are accuracy and

expected duration. Hence, the accuracy and overall time
consumption have been elaborated. Hence, the exactness
rate is measured by Eqn.6.

accuracy =
detectedmaliciousbehavior

Totalbehavior
(6)

The metric accuracy is a measure to calculate the exactness
score of malicious events detection in all aspects. But, if
the communication channels were increased, there would
be little loss in exactness rate. Here, the method LSTA has
obtained 96.27% accuracy, DLP has observed a 95.27%
exactness rate, and DA has 80% accuracy. Besides, the
present approach has earned a better prediction exactness
rate of 98%. Those values are graphically detailed in fig.8.

2) Processing time
In cloud application evaluating time concern is the chief

metric to value the successive score of the applied models.
Hence, the metrics processing duration has been measured.

Here, the technique LSTA has obtained the processing
duration as 73s, the model DA has yielded 20s to execute
the process, and the serpent-blockchain has recorded 25s to
complete the process. Considering all method, the designed
detection-based blockchain concept has recorded 12s to
complete the one run. Comparing all methods, the proposed
RNwSE has reported less execution duration. Moreover,
discussed statistics are detailed in fig.9.

C. Discussion
The designed RNwSE approach has earned the finest

outcome from overall performance measurements. It has
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Figure 9. Processing time validation

TABLE V. Overall RNwSE assessment

Encryption
assessment Decryption

Detection
accuracy

Data Size
(bytes)

File Size
(bits) Time Time

300 4857 0.02 0.087 98
420 2564 0.052 0.065 97.8
512 1549 0.15 0.183 97.5
700 5735 0.38 0.5 97
1MB 7525 0.95 1.7 96.9

verified that a novel RNwSE has suitable for the blockchain
field in predicting the malicious behaviors from the total
user characteristics. The overall function of the RNwSE
approach is detailed in the table.V. Moreover, the main
advantages of this investigation are the proposed novel
RNwSE model is analyzed for different sizes of data and
different DoS attacks. But the only demerits are the absence
of the monitoring model for all time. So there is the
possibility of the attack vulnerabilities after some specific
time. So implementing the continuous monitoring system
with the homomorphic serpent blockchain concept will
improve the performance and gain the finest confidential
results.

5. Conclusions and FutureWork
The current article has implemented a novel RNwSE

as the malicious detection model for the digital blockchain
system. Hence, malicious behavior detection has been car-
ried out on large transaction datasets. Subsequently, types of
DoS attacks have been launched in the designed blockchain
framework to verify the robustness score of the presented
detection model. Moreover, the proposed novel RNwSE
has gained 98% accuracy for malicious behavior detection.
Hence, it has improved 2% of detection accuracy than
the previous models. During the validation, it has scored
very less duration as 12s to complete the process; when

compared to another model, it has minimized the processing
duration up to 10s. Also, in all cases of attack launching
models, the blockchain system has been remained secure in
a stable range. In the future, implementing the continuous
monitoring model with the help of heuristics and deep
features will provide the better security rate.
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